Vision Zero Oregon

How you can help reach zero deaths on your streets

These guidebooks offer a collection of best practice and innovative tools focused on educating and inspiring community members about their options for enhancing safety on their streets. These are designed to be attractive and provide relevant information without being overwhelming or too technical.

Each guidebook covers a specific topic, so pick the subjects of interest:

- Design for Street Safety
- Knowing Your Streets
- Build Support for Street Safety
- DIY Streets
- Policy for Street Safety

Each guidebook provides clear details on how to start affecting change.

Each guide directs you on how to make changes today!

1. Read these guides to get informed.
2. Attend your Neighborhood Association meeting to find potential partners.
3. Contact the Bicycle Transportation Alliance (BTA) and let them know about your plans.

Created for the Bicycle Transportation Alliance (BTA) by The LOCI Group, a team of Masters of Urban and Regional Planning students at Portland State University